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Active Elements – Alchemy Metal Pearls 
 
Description 
Alchemy Metal Pearls are beautiful powdered colorants designed for use in the 700 EBC – Epoxy Body Coat system.  
Premeasured packages of Alchemy Metal Pearls are precisely dosed for 3 gallon and .75 gallon epoxy kits.  Achieve 
the beautiful metallic luster and ornate designs possible only with free flowing metallic pearl pigments. 
 
Installation Tips 

 When possible, blend the Alchemy Metal Pearls into the Part A component of 700 EBC, 24 hours prior to job 
start.  This “soaking” time will allow the full wetting of the pigments with the Part A resin, thus minimizing 
the appearance of clumped pigment and “comet tail” effects during epoxy movement.  

 It is typical, but not required, to apply a black base coat of 700 EBC prior to application of the metallic 
coating. 

 Use of multiple metallic colors  on a project creates dazzling floors. 
Spritz a fine mist of xylene  on the surface of the leveled epoxy to assist in movement and air release.  
*** Note:  The addition of solvent to this product will make it flammable.  Take appropriate safety 
precautions.  Extinguish all sources of ignition and flame. Provide adequate ventilation to safely evacuate 
all fumes. 

 Tools such as notched squeegees, notched trowels, magic trowels and loop rollers help installers to 
produce interesting flows and designs in the epoxy. 

 This is an artistic creation that changes as the epoxy begins its curing process.  Set up the design with the 
placement of the epoxy, then relax and let the natural flow of the materials create the art. 

 You will need to use spike shoes in order to walk on the floor for proper application. 
 Massive color rivers can be achieved by pouring unique colors side by side and allowing the floor to self-

level. 
 700 EBC is a self-leveling product.  It will naturally seek to flow to the lowest parts of the floor.  Use this to 

your advantage for creating flow patterns. 
 
 
Application - Alchemy Metal Pearls 
Spread the main color mixed material by notched squeegee then back roll or smooth using a Magic Trowel or loop 
roller.  When adding accent colors, add them into the previously spread base coat by pouring small thin ribbons, 
then blend using a loop roller or magic trowel. 
 
For micro vein effect, roll colors together using a loop roller.   
For large streak effects, use a Magic Trowel or notch trowel to blend the edges of the various colors.   
 
Depending on desired thickness, apply at a rate of 50 - 100 sq. ft. per gallon. If the material becomes thick while 
applying and sticking to the roller, stop applying and discard the mixed material. At this point it has reached the 
end of the usable pot life.  
It is recommended to work in sections using control joints as dividers to ensure proper application results. 
 
Warranty 
This warranty is made in lieu of all other warranties, either expressed or implied. Before application the User shall 
determine the suitability of the product for his/her intended use and User assumes all risks and liabilities 
whatsoever in connection therewith. Neither seller nor manufacturer has any knowledge or control concerning the 
purchaser’s use of this product and no warranty is made as to the results of any use. The Manufacturer and/or 
Seller warrants that if any goods supplied prove defective in material the sole obligation shall be to replace said 
product. Any claim of defective product must be received in writing within one (1) year from date of shipment. 
Neither Manufacturer nor Seller shall assume any liability for injury, loss, or damage resulting from use of this 
product. 
 
DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. 
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